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The Four Moments of Truth™
(4MOT™) Overview
Introduction
Your ability to translate learning to performance is directly related to how you prepare for training,
engage in the experience and implement what you learned. A fundamental element of your success
is the support you receive from your Next-Level Manager (NLM) before, during and after training. The
4MOT™ is a simple, practical process that ensures engagement and alignment between you and your
NLM at these critical moments in the learning cycle. Each moment in the 4MOT™ represents a vital
stage in the training transfer process where both you and your NLM play a role in how effectively your
training will impact your performance. The 4MOT™ Quick Reference Guide (QRG) provides a snapshot
of the process and the expectations for your role for each moment of truth.

Quick Reference Guide
Milestone

Expectations
•
•

MOT1
Same-Page
Status

Attend a pre-training preparation meeting with your NLM
Discuss with your NLM the program overview, establish personal
objectives for the training and gain alignment on expectations for
your participation during the training (MOT2) and post-training
deliverables (MOT3)
Set aside 15 minutes for MOT1

One to two
weeks prior
to training

Tactically engage in the training to maximize the experience and
learning outcomes
Practice intentional participation and engagement
Refer to MOT1 learning and engagement goals
Complete the MOT2 learning summary to identify your key learnings
and define how you plan to implement what you learned
Set aside 10 minutes for MOT2

Training
date and
immediately
post-training

One to two
weeks after
training

•
•

Develop your Action Plans
Attend post-training one-on-one coaching discussion with your NLM
Gain alignment on the goals and next steps you will implement to
apply what you learned
Discuss your Action Plans
Set aside 20 minutes for MOT3

•
•
•
•
•

Attend touchpoint meeting with your NLM to discuss initial results
Share your progress to date and/or any emergent challenges
Negotiate any necessary adjustments to your Action Plans
Document your progress and define the next steps
Set aside 20 minutes for MOT4

•
•

MOT2
Maximum
Engagement

•
•
•
•

MOT3
Perfect
Practice

MOT4
Performance
Support

Schedule

•
•
•
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Three months
after training
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Leading With Emotional
Intelligence
Program Overview
This program provides an introduction to the concepts of Emotional Intelligence (EI) and Emotional
Quotient (EQ). Participants will explore the five realms and 15 associated competencies of the
EQ-i 2.0 Model in order to recognize how EI behaviors can impact their individual performance
and leadership skills. By leveraging their knowledge of their personal EQ with the EQ-i 2.0 selfassessment, participants will gain insight into their developmental and high-performing areas of EI,
and construct actionable strategies to enhance their level of Emotional Intelligence and, ultimately,
their effectiveness as a coach and a leader.

Objectives
Upon completion of this program, participants should be able to:
• Explain how the competencies and behaviors associated with Emotional Intelligence (EI) can
elevate their performance as a leader and a coach
• Interpret and understand their current areas of strength and opportunities for development by
analyzing their personal results from the EQ-i 2.0 Workplace Report to support skill-building
exercises
• Develop and implement a targeted action plan to enhance their level of Emotional Intelligence
and measure the impact of specific behavior change
• Build their capacity to apply targeted Emotional Intelligence skills to advance their leadership and
coaching skills
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MOT1: Same-Page Status
Outline Training Expectations
(one to two weeks prior to training)
DIRECTIONS
Review the program overview and learning objectives prior to meeting with your NLM.
Discuss what you hope to gain from the training with your NLM and identify developmental
opportunities.
Agree upon two to three training-related objectives.

Notes

Objective

1

Objective

2

Objective

3
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MOT2: Maximum
Engagement
During Training
DIRECTIONS
Be sure to bring this MOT2 worksheet with you to the training so you can complete the
learning summary below at the end of the program.
Actively participate in training. Engage to the best of your ability and take personal
responsibility to make this training a positive investment.
At the end of training, complete the learning summary to document what you learned and
how you plan to apply what you learned on the job.
Refer to this information to develop your Action Plans for the MOT3 discussion with your
NLM.
Be prepared to share how your NLM can support your efforts and your progress.

Learning Summary
The three most important things I learned during the training are:

This is how I plan to apply what I learned:
START DOING

STOP DOING
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Action Plan
DIRECTIONS
Refer to your MOT1 objectives, MOT2 learning summary and any relevant training materials
from the training session to develop the goals and specific actions you will take to
implement what you learned.
Be prepared to share the Action Plan you developed for each goal during your MOT3
coaching discussion with your NLM.

Goal

Action Step 1

Date

Progress

Action Step 2

Date

Progress

Action Step 3

Date

Progress

Assess

How will you assess your progress and measure the
impact of your actions?

Next Steps

How will you keep your NLM informed of your
progress?
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Action Plan
DIRECTIONS
Refer to your MOT1 objectives, MOT2 learning summary and any relevant training materials
from the training session to develop the goals and specific actions you will take to
implement what you learned.
Be prepared to share the Action Plan you developed for each goal during your MOT3
coaching discussion with your NLM.

Goal

Action Step 1

Date

Progress

Action Step 2

Date

Progress

Action Step 3

Date

Progress

Assess

How will you assess your progress and measure the
impact of your actions?

Next Steps

How will you keep your NLM informed of your
progress?
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Action Plan
DIRECTIONS
Refer to your MOT1 objectives, MOT2 learning summary and any relevant training materials
from the training session to develop the goals and specific actions you will take to
implement what you learned.
Be prepared to share the Action Plan you developed for each goal during your MOT3
coaching discussion with your NLM.

Goal

Action Step 1

Date

Progress

Action Step 2

Date

Progress

Action Step 3

Date

Progress

Assess

How will you assess your progress and measure the
impact of your actions?

Next Steps

How will you keep your NLM informed of your
progress?
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MOT3: Perfect Practice
Post-Training Coaching

(one to two weeks after training)
DIRECTIONS
Meet with your NLM and review:
– The objectives developed in MOT1 as well as the goals and learning summary you
completed in MOT2
– The action steps you outlined in your Action Plans
Discuss how you plan to assess your progress and measure the impact of your actions.
Ask for feedback and make any necessary adjustments to refine your goals and/or action
steps.
Align with your NLM regarding expectations for ongoing touchpoints.

Notes
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MOT4: Performance
Support
Ongoing Coaching

(three months after training)
DIRECTIONS
Meet with your NLM to review your Action Plans and assess your progress against each of
your goals.
Update the Action Plans, as necessary, and establish next steps to continue your
development.

Notes
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